Wu Jiahui 武嘉慧
The Essence of My Creativity
The majority of subjects in my
work are based on girls. As a
female artist, I naturally show
more emotional nuances in my
creations than a male artist
usually would, with my works
reflecting the different stages of
my growing up.
From being a young girl to a mature woman, the physical and psychological
changes that naturally take place, from a happy carefree stage to an
emotionally rich stage, to a then more mature stable period. With an ever
changing world continuously influencing different aspects of my life, inspiring
me to reflect these changes artistically as they evolve.
My works echo a positive view towards the experiences of life and my hopes
for a better future. The chubby faced characters I created, with their small
mouth and huge eyes… are maybe a reflection of how I perceive myself.
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A Precious Collection of Dreams
The Creative World of Wu Jiahui
We all dream when asleep or even daydream when our mind wants to escape
for just a little while to a more idyllic place; some of those precious dreams
remain with us, whilst others fade away like long distant memories. The
dreams that we remember can often encourage and even inspire us,
replacing the routine of daily life and bringing a smile to our face. Dreams can
often reveal our inner-most desires and longings, even set us free, often
revealing what is important and special to us. The importance and
significance of dreams and how they can influence the way we think and live
our life, has been recognized by people from all walks of life, including how
our dreams can influence others. To intimately share this collection of dreams
with others is in a sense like letting someone into the deepest recesses of
your mind and heart.
Wu Jiahui has opened the door of her life, special memories and precious
dreams, revealing who she is as a person, like every great artist past or
present. Her often whimsical, yet distinctive sculptures and paintings often hit
a chord with the viewer, initially making them smile, even laugh, naturally
bringing out a feeling of joy; removing the unwanted layers of life that can all
too easily burden us. There is a unique purity and almost innocent child-like
naivety upon the faces of the meticulously sculpted works and painted figures
that are lovingly brought to life, almost as if by magic. As a true artist, Wu
Jiahui’s continuing pursuit of excellence can be seen through her attention to
even the smallest detail, whether creating in bronze, resin or upon a canvas.
The starting points for Wu Jiahui’s sculptures, often evolve from her dreams,
with the perfect dash of reality and imagination added to the recipe. From line
drawings, to the formation of clay figures built around wire frames, through to
the individually patinated and painted finishing touches, she is fully absorbed
in every process, as if in a meditative state, a creative world where she can
bring into existence her endearing characters. Her unique sense of colour and
use of different techniques to create contrasting areas upon the canvas, adds
a wonderful richness and vibrance, with exquisite dresses beautifully
resonating; hair gracefully flowing in the breeze and contented faces in a state
of peaceful tranquility. Combined with a sense of composition years beyond
her age that has become an extension to her three dimensional works of art,
makes her stand out as an exceptional young talent.
Dreams link us together through an almost invisible thread, more sensitive
and delicate than even the finest silken web spun by a mystical spider,
transcending time and space. More valuable than the finest gold or rarest
gem, they can deeply move individuals and even inspire an entire world, so
hold onto your precious dreams and treasure them.
Robert Mason
Art Director - Beijing Central Art Gallery (2015)

Creative Dialogue
By Wu Jiahui
The creative focus of my work revolves around the different growing and
developmental stages that have taken place during my life. I like to live a
simple, happy, proactive and self entertained life. The little girl character is the
reflection of myself when I was little; the flat forehead, round face and tight
lips. The most curious, innocent, healthy and bubbly image of myself during
those early years is an unforgettable visual collection of pictures in my mind.
The source of my creativity is taken from the experiences and inspiration of
life. Whilst the overall visual presentation needs to be considered, the inner
emotions and feelings are explored, delved into, so as to bring the figures to
life. The attention to the eyes, are for me, one of the best ways to channel
through the essence of the spirit that I want to convey. My style of work
focuses on the image of the characters, capturing the special moment, so that
those viewing can identify with the "dialogue" taking place between
themselves and the artist when looking at the sculptures.
A Precious Collection of Dreams
Our dreams are a kind of fanciful reality, often combined with idealistic
thoughts that can represent what we are searching for in our life. The
reluctance to let go of special memories from the past along with dreams of a
brighter future can linger on, especially when our own emotions are involved,
making the division between the world of dreams and reality less distinct,
even blurred.
As a girl born in the 1980’s, I have a unique and beautiful dream that reflects
the brighter and more positive, even whimsical side of life in a way that the
viewer can relate to when looking at my works of art. In my dream, I play the
leading role bringing all of my pure, happy and ultra-idealistic feelings into the
dream; making it different with my own expression of creativity. Like a secret
diary, recording all of the special memories that happened whilst growing up; I
will always cherish and keep safe my precious collection of dreams inside the
most important place of my thankful heart.
By Wu Jiahui

